The number of potential security threats rises with the increasing number of web applications, which cause tremendous financial and existential implications for developers and users as well. The biggest challenge for security testing is to specify and implement ways in order to detect potential vulnerabilities of the developed system in a never ending quest against new security threats but also to cover already known ones so that a program is suited against typical attack vectors. For these purposes many approaches have been developed in the area of model-based security testing in order to come up with solutions for real-world application problems. These approaches provide theoretical background as well as practical solutions for certain security issues. In this paper, we partially rely on previous work but focus on the representation of attack patterns using UML state diagrams. We extend previous work in combining the attack pattern models with combinatorial testing in order to provide concrete test input, which is submitted to the system under test. With combinatorial testing we capture different combinations of inputs and thus increasing the likelihood to find weaknesses in the implementation under test that can be exploited. Besides the foundations of our approach we further report on first experiments that indicate its practical use.
INTRODUCTION
Covering security issues still remains a big task of the testing community in academic circles as well as industrial ones. Currently available state-of-the-art defense mechanisms of web applications against unexpected intrusion are still not implemented in all of the online systems so known security threats still represent a threat. Many manually penetration testing platforms [1, 2] or automatically ones [3] for testing of known security threats are used to cover vulnerabilities against malicious actions like SQL injections, cross-site scripting (XSS) or man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks.
On the other hand, model-based testing approaches have drawn attention in recent years. These methods use models of the SUT in order to derive test cases from them, which then are executed against the program and the output is compared to expected values in order to find out if the program behaves accordingly to its model specification. In these cases the internal structure of the SUT can be known to the tester (white-box testing) or remains utterly hidden (black-box testing).
In this paper we provide a framework for testing and detection of both reflected and stored XSS in web applications. The framework comprises two parts: a model-based testing method that is based on attack patterns, and combinatorial testing for generating the input data to be submitted to the SUT. Here the idea is to use modelbased testing for generating abstract test cases, e.g., sequences of necessary interactions, and combinatorial testing for concretizing the input. In our implementation we use the combinatorial testing tool ACTS [14] for generation of input strings by specifying parameters and constraints in order to structure the inputs for the particular application domain. Once specified, these inputs are used by the attack pattern model in order to submit them to a web application. The goal of our approach is to cover standard XSS exploitation attempts by checking whether certain parts of the SUT are vulnerable to potentially malicious scripts. For this case, the method uses a detection mechanism for recognizing unfiltered user inputs that are eventually sent back and executed at the side of the client. Also, the tester can detect what parts of the SUT are vulnerable and gets the impression how an injection is structured so further measures can be taken. The main differences to other techniques and tools ly in the generation, structure and execution of test cases.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides related research from both combinatorial testing related topics as well as model-based techniques for testing. Further we show in Section 3 a detailed explanation of combinatorial testing as well as its potential contribution to security testing. Afterwards, Sections 4 and 5 demonstrate the attack pattern-based approach for test case execution and provide a working example in a case study. Then Section 6 discusses the testing results of our approach against other web applications and finally, Section 7 concludes the work.
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RELATED WORK
For important works in combinatorial testing that relate to our work we refer to Section 3 and cited references there in, while for a general treatment of the field of combinatorial testing we refer the interest reader to the recent surveys of [5] and [13] .
Several papers have been published that are related to modelbased testing and test case execution. However, it's important to note that in this paper we do not use models of the SUT to generate test cases but as a means for carrying out attacks after inputs were previously created by the combinatorial approach.
Phillips and Swiler [16] elaborate a method by relying on attack graphs. In order to generate an attack model, an attacker profile, configuration file and attack templates are required where the last of the mentioned entities incorporates preconditions and effects for some known attacks. The approach demonstrates how an attack graph is generated where the authors start from a goal node and search backwards for templates, which edges satisfy this node and if any is found, this template is added to the attack graph. It's possible that one node gets multiple predecessor nodes and in that case additional nodes are added as long as until a start node is not reached so there is a possibility to attack the system. The authors from [4] define attack patterns in form of UML statecharts in order to test web applications against cross-site scripting attacks. First they specify manually an adaptable XSS attack pattern model and implement Java functions, which are called from within the model once the execution takes place. The paths inside the model will lead the execution while thereby checking if the currently active transition preconditions are satisfied. If no vulnerability is triggered, then another path is taken by fulfilling further conditions so that another input may be submitted against the SUT. In the end either the final state is reached or the execution terminates because of no vulnerability detection.
A more detailed overview of XSS can be found in [9] . Also, further explanations regarding a general overview about model-based testing as well as some approaches from that area can be found in [18] , [17] and [19] .
Finally, we discuss related work concerning attack grammars for fuzz testing of XSS attack vectors. In particular, such grammars were employed in [8] and [20] where an evolutionary and a learning approach to detect vulnerabilities has been employed, respectively.
COMBINATORIAL SECURITY TESTING

Combinatorial Testing
Testing a SUT requires the existence of test cases and in particular a method capable of generating such test cases. For developing our testing framework we can also use methods that arise from the field of combinatorial testing, which is an effective testing technique to reveal errors in a given SUT, based on input combinations coverage. Combinatorial testing of strength t (where t ≥ 2) requires that each t-wise tuple of values of the different system parameters is covered by at least one test case.
To design a test case, the tester identifies possible output values from each of the actions of the SUT. It is important to find a test case that is not too large, but yet tests for most of the interactions among the possible outputs in the action of the SUT. Recently, some researchers [6, 21, 22] suggested that some faults or errors in SUTs are a combination of a few actions when compared to the total number of parameters of the system under investigation.
Combinatorial testing is motivated by the selection of a few test cases in such a manner that good coverage is still achievable. The combinatorial test design process can be briefly described as follows:
1. Model the input space. The model is expressed in terms of parameter and parameter values.
2. The model is input into a combinatorial design procedure to generate a combinatorial object that is simply an array of symbols.
3. Every row of the generated array is used to output a test case for a SUT.
One of the benefits of this approach is that steps 2. and 3. can be completely automated. In particular, we used the ACTS combinatorial test generation tool [14] and subsequently the attack patternbased methodology given in Section 4 for these steps. ACTS is developed jointly by the US National Institute Standards and Technology and the University of Texas at Arlington and currently has more than 1400 individual and corporate users.
Combinatorial Grammar for XSS Attack Vectors
In this section, we consider a general structure for XSS attack vectors (test inputs) where each one of them is comprised of 12 discrete parameters where 6 of them are single-valued or have to satisfy certain constraints. Our combinatorial grammar is presented below in BNF form so as to be able to generate possible parameter values through ACTS. We would like to note that although attack grammars for XSS attack vectors have been given in [8, 20] , this is the first time that such a grammar is used in terms of combinatorial modeling and our approach for combinatorial security testing is novel in that sense. Table 1 : A Sample of XSS Attack Vectors from M CA(2, 12, (1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 6, 9, 9, 10, 10))
The given parameter values are just a fragment of possible options. If the designer would like to generate a vast number of inputs, it is sufficient to just add parameter values in the given BNF for XSS attack vectors. Moreover, our grammar also satisfies some constraints using the constraint tool from ACTS. For example, we match the TAG parameter with the CLOSINGTAG parameter to always be able to produce valid inputs.
For the second step of the combinatorial test design process we use the notion of mixed-level covering arrays (a specific class of combinatorial designs). For the sake of complicity we provide below the definition of mixed-level covering arrays taken from [7] since this is the underlying generated structure in the ACTS tool: DEFINITION 1. A mixed-level covering array which we will denote as M CA(t, k, (g1, . . . , g k )) is an k × N array in which the entries of the i-th row arise from an alphabet of size gi. Let {i1, . . . , it} ⊆ {1, . . . , k} and consider the subarray of size t × N by selecting rows of the MCA. There are t i=1 gi possible t-tuples that could appear as columns, and an MCA requires that each appears at least once. The parameter t is also called the strength of the MCA.
We would like to remark that this technique of discretizing the parameter values is referred to as input parameter modeling for combinatorial testing [10] and essentially enables the designer to choose the possible parameter values for the SUT. Thus, it is natural to define our attack grammar as a combinatorial one when the first one is used for input parameter modeling. Essentially, this means that given the t-wise interaction of the covering array we generate with ACTS all possible t-tuples of parameter values for a number of t total parameters in the SUT. This is another explanation for the strength t of the covering array where for any selection of t-rows each t-tuple appears at least once.
For all cases we shall consider in this paper, the parameters of the MCA are derived from the BNF combinatorial grammar according to the following formulation. The number of rows of the MCA equals to the number of types in the presented combinatorial grammar while the size of alphabets gi of the MCA equals to the number of derivation rules per type. For example, all XSS attack vectors for the src tag when we want to test for pairwise interactions (t = 2) can be found in Table 1 .
ATTACK PATTERN-BASED TESTING
This paper takes the technique from [4] , which elaborates a modelbased testing approach for testing of web applications. The difference to other model-based approaches is the fact, that we do not use a model of the SUT to derive test cases but take as a model the definition of attack patterns from [12] , where such a construct is specified by a goal, preconditions, actions and postconditions. In our case, the attack pattern is represented in form of a UML state machine and depicts the execution paths for one or more types of attacks by starting from the beginning of the testing process and finally concluding at its end. Between these two points lie a number of states and transitions with guards and effects specified as parts of these elements with variables and methods attached to transition labels. The test case generation is not the task here.
The meaning of this approach is to use a pattern, which should be applicable for attacking and thus testing of web applications with only a minimum of required tester interaction at the beginning of that process. The model itself is created manually in the Eclipse based open source tool-kit YAKINDU Statechart Tools 1 according to HTTP and web application structure, which relies on HTML. Also, the framework WebScarab 2 can be used before creating the attack pattern in order to get an overview about the communication structure between client and server. Because we want to test for XSS vulnerability, we implemented a checking mechanism, which will be described later in more detail. The model itself also comprises variables and method calls, which are assigned to the transition labels of the state machine. The states represent certain situations in the testing process, which are entered if its preconditions are satisfied. During execution as transitions are activated, the according methods and value manipulation is carried out automatically. In this paper, we use the attack pattern-based approach for the execution of test cases.
In order to cover HTTP-based communication between tester and SUT, a HttpClient 3 was implemented in Java for creating and reading of HTTP messages. The client is used in combination with the parser jsoup 4 for parsing HTTP responses and extracting its HTML elements, which will be critical in the detection of XSS vulnerabilities. Another important feature of HttpClient is the possibility to bypass communication via browser so potentially browser intern defense mechanisms are evaded as well. Also, some application specific constraints like the length of the input field are also bypassed so much longer inputs can be injected.
In general, XSS in web applications is found upon unsanitized user inputs, i.e. if a submitted script is processed unfiltered by an application, then its potentially harmful content is sent to a client and executed, eventually causing damage to him. An indicator for such vulnerability is a returned HTML element that can be parsed from the server's response because otherwise the script is filtered so the client might read only some non-executable code. Because of this fact, the goal of our approach is to inject such a string, which will go not sanitized through the application and to detect if it was manipulated when parsing the response.
In order to realize this approach, methods are implemented in Java, which will be called from the model during execution so these methods may accept incoming variable values and return new ones to the model back while running in the background. It should be noted again that all of the described entities are integrated into the Eclipse development environment. One idea behind the approach is to offer the possibility for the model to be applicable for testing of several web applications without the need to make any additional changes in the model or to add new variables. Although, there is the provided functionality to add additional states and methods by the tester and to attach them to the model but this is of no concern in this work.
In the next section we describe the approach as well as the connection to the previous combinatorial part of this paper on a concrete example.
CASE STUDY
We demonstrate the implementation of both approaches by testing the web application BodgeIt. A possible attack pattern for testing for reflected and stored XSS is depicted in Figure 1 . The model here is kept short in order to give an understandable overview of the approach so basically it is applied only to test for XSS although another attacks can be tested as well with expanding the statechart. Left in the window we see the defined interfaces, variables and method calls. Interfaces have no critical function but to specify what variables belong to what role, in our case either the attacker or the SUT. As mentioned before, the methods are implemented manually as part of the project and they have the task to dynamically return new values to the model, thereby directing which path the execution will follow.
The execution itself starts in the initial state and because there are neither guards nor actions specified for the first transition, the state Started is activated. Until now, no methods or variables are referenced. In our approach, all generated inputs from ACTS are stored in a text file line by line. In fact, these strings represent the actual test cases. Now a method, which runs behind the model, reads and saves those strings from the file into an ArrayList and returns the number of inputs. The next transition checks this value and if the data structure is not empty, the model proceeds further to the next one. At this moment we know that we have inputs in our program.
The next transition asks for the URL of the SUT to be submitted before an action can occur and when the tester provides the address, the method connect is called with the URL as an argument. This one tries to connect to the given address by sending a request and returns the status code of the response and if the status is OK, then the execution continues into the next state. It should be noted that the tester can submit the URL at the beginning of the execution, i.e. before a precondition requests this from him.
In order to create a HTTP message with the necessary parameters, we parse the response for the request method, input fields and their values, which is done before activating P arsed by the corresponding method. Also, this method counts separately all XSScritical HTML elements like <script>, <src>, <img>, <iframe> etc. from the web page and stores their numbers. Now, the attacking looks like follows. The tester submits manually some starting injection string that can be specified before reaching this area, which is submitted to the input fields of the SUT. This is carried out by the method attackXSS, which afterwards parses the response in search for unfiltered HTML elements by counting again the number of occurrences of critical elements and if the new values are greater than the previously ones obtained during parseInitial, a positive result is returned in form of a Boolean variable. In that case, back in the model a success counter is increased by one so we know that a vulnerability is detected. In both positive or negative conditions, the test case ends and the execution returns back to a previously active state and takes the next input string from the ArrayList with ACTS results. An additionally counter for the next in line is updated in the model after every test case execution so the program always picks the next string. Then, this new input is submitted against the SUT in search for unfiltered input. This process will continue as long as inputs are available but then, the execution of the model finishes. In the end, the counter value indicates how many inputs were successfully categorized as security leaks.
Generally, this mechanism enables the detection of both reflected and stored XSS by assuming that an additionally found HTML element is in fact an indicator for an injection possibility.
EVALUATION
For the evaluation three different web applications were deployed locally and tested against both types of cross-site scripting, with every one of them being checked manually before the actual testing. For combinatorial interaction strength 2, ACTS threw out 114 inputs and respectively 1031 and 8332 strings for strength 3 and strength 4. The obtained results of the evaluation are depicted in Table 2 . Also, it should be mentioned that we tested input fields with textual or password values as well as textarea tags.
Also, DVWA and Mutillidae include more security levels, which can be selected by the user. Testing on each of these levels will differ with regard to built-in filtering mechanisms, which become even more restrictive with each higher level so these applications had to be tested against all of them. BodgeIt, on the other side, doesn't have any additional security features.
In this paper we assume that the most important indicator for XSS vulnerability is the detection of an unfiltered HTML element by the parser, e.g. <script>, <img> etc., which was sent from the tester to the application as the input. In contrast to manual testing, we encountered several issues during the process about the structure and meaning of successful vulnerability detection. Before doing the automated tests, many of the generated inputs from ACTS were used by the testers in order to see how the SUT reacts by executing them in the browser. During that process we also drew the conclusion, that Google Chrome is more resistant to malicious inputs than Mozilla Firefox regarding the filtering of inputs on browser side so many scripts which were executed in Firefox, could not be triggered in Chrome. For this sake, another interesting fact is that our program reported more encounters of critical HTML elements than when executed by a browser.
In the table we can observe that in DVWA not a single breakthrough was reported on the medium and hard levels. On the lowest security level the got the same results for both persistent and stored XSS, so we assume that the software uses identical defense mechanisms for these cases although this seems not to be the case with the higher level, where type-2 XSS could not be triggered at all.
On the hand, Mutillidae and BodgeIt have been hacked on both levels for both types of XSS.
Our observations led us to the conclusion that only certain tags could go unfiltered, especially script, src and if rame while others like body, head and f rame were not able to cause a security break. This leads to the obvious conclusion that such applications need more protection against these critical tags and keywords. Also, our specified attack grammar in ACTS is so far successful for script tags in case no filtering is applied, so it actually may be possible to put a more malicious code inside a script by using the same structure but by expanding the grammatical content between the tags. On the other hand, we probably need a redefinition of unsuccessful elements. All this does not downgrade the using of combinatorial testing but eventually reveals something about the mechanism of designing grammars and payloads for XSS, which might be expanded further.
The reason for the overall results may be the fact that the structure of the generated inputs by ACTS is relatively manageable according to the specified parameter segments for the generation process. For example, we specified that all of the inputs begin with the opening tag and conclude with its closing counterpart and also use the usual HTML element names. We also implemented the detection mechanisms in our program in order to be effective against the same symbols and HTML elements. In all the cases where the SUT didn't have any intern filtering mechanisms specified against these symbols, the submitted element is returned and parsed successfully without being filtered by the application. However, if the system already has some prevention mechanisms like the evasion of specific tags or keywords from the input, then all incoming injections with these symbols were rejected. For that reason, no testing quality could be achieved just by increasing the number of inputs as long as some different combinatorial syntax isn't defined. In fact, we got high coverage rates in all cases where this filtering hasn't been applied.
Another very interesting fact is that for every combinatorial interaction strength we got the same coverage of positive results, i.e. vulnerability detections, no matter how many inputs we submitted. Also, we tested BodgeIt and Mutillidae with inputs from strength 5 with 48755 inputs but then only to reaffirm the same conclusion.
From a purely combinatorial point of view we draw some additional conclusions for the same coverage of positive results. Firstly, we deduce that the interaction of the involved parameters is independent of the SUTs we evaluated. In other words, if we take a close look on the evaluation results we see that an interaction of two modeled parameters (t = 2) is sufficient for a tester to penetrate the specific web applications (at least on the first security levels where applicable). As already discussed in Section 3, increasing the strenght of the covering arrays in ACTS for t = 3 and t = 4 implies an increase on the number of interactions of the parameters of the generated inputs. Having this in mind, obtaining the same coverage percentage leads us to the conclusion that every possible positive input has been generated already for strength t = 2 (and reproduced for higher strengths).
As usually is the case when considering the mathematical modeling of complex systems (and such are the SUTs we evaluated) there are some certain advantages and disadvantages of our approach for attack pattern-based combinatorial testing. One positive aspect of the presented methodology is that the (general) combinatorial testing oracle from [11] can also be used for security testing of web applications. Recall that this oracle is based on first testing all two pairwise interactions (t = 2). Then the tester continues by increasing the interaction strength t until no further errors (injections in our case) are detected by the t-way tests (inputs), and finally optionally tries t + 1 and ensures that no additional errors are detected. The main motivation for combinatorial testing is the reduction of The latest is also a sufficient condition for the successful application of combinatorial testing. We consider to achieve this milestone as for all tested SUTs, a significant reduction on the number of possible inputs was accomplished. For example, with our grammar we test all 2-way interactions with 114 inputs out of all 158799 possible inputs when considering exhaustive search of its parameters. This implies a reduction of 99.93% of the total search space produced by the combinatorial grammar while still being able to penetrate the aforementioned SUT. This efficiency on test execution however does not come with some drawbacks. We mentioned that a more complex combinatorial grammar is needed to break through the higher security levels of the SUTs. Unfortunately, adding more values in the parameters of the grammar would contribute to an exponential growth of the computational time required to generated the required covering arrays by ACTS. One possible way to overcome this shortcoming would be to consider adding more parameters in the grammar instead of parameter values as this would increase the complexity only by a logarithmic scale. We conclude here the evaluation on the combinatorial part of our methodology and consider the last remark as a starting point for further research on the cross-fertilization of the fields of combinatorial testing and web application security.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we introduced a combined approach, which comprises the area of combinatorial testing with the emphasis on test case generation for XSS attacks and the attack pattern-based testing technique for test case execution against web applications. The generated strings were automatically tested against three web applications with different combinatorial interaction strength with highly promising initial results.
The main task for expanding this technique into a more general approach for automatically XSS detection is to put more emphasis on the extension of an attack grammar for XSS although this presents a greater challenge because of the variety of possible inputs and an undefined structure of such strings.
Also, quite different results might be generated by setting more constraints on the parameter structure in ACTS. As it was recently shown in [15] , real-world constraints make higher combinatorial testing feasible. In light of the results we presented in this paper it may be possible higher interaction strength to produce more subtle attacks. In addition, mutation functions may be applied from the attack pattern model on the generated inputs, e.g. by applying different encoding types or evasion of special symbols so that as many as possible vulnerability sources may be detected in some software.
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